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Airtec Shave-Master 320

Airtec Roto-Runner 300

Airtec Roto-Star 165 Airtec Euro-Sprint 200

Airtec Roto-Tiger 2500

Airtec Roto-Mat 320

ET-5

HMT-8.200

TMO-12.20 

TMO-6.22

ES-200-581

ES-200-910

TSR-7.5

ET-4

TMO-7.11

HMT-6.46

STR-4

TMO-5.22

HMT-8.55/25

TMO-7.11

TSR-3.5

SR-5

KR-8

ET-4

TMO-7.15

Airtec Euro-Sprint 200

Cutting out of parquet 
and wooden floors

Rust removal and 
shipdeck cleaning

Removal of thermoplast on 
asphalt and concrete

Removal of soft layers of paint, 
glue and cement

Removal of rust and paint from 
steel surfaces

Light roughening of small 
concrete surfaces

Scarifying and plaining of concrete 
surfaces and asphalt

Cleaning and rust removal from 
steel surfaces

Removal of thermoplast on 
asphalt and concrete

Removal of thermoplast on 
asphalt and concrete

Removal of thermoplast on 
asphalt and concrete

Scarifying and plaining of concrete 
surfaces and asphalt

Cleaning and rust removal from 
steel surfaces

Diversity of scarifying wheels
There is a range of scarifying 
wheels available for a diversity in 
surfaces and usage.

Diamond cutting blade 250 x 2,5 mm
Cutting of concrete

Fine scarifying

Removal of rust 
and paint from 
steel surfaces

Removal of ther-
moplast on asphalt 
and concrete

Scarifying and
plaining of concrete 
surfaces and asphalt

Rust removal and 
shipdeck cleaning

Removal of
coatings

Scarifying comes in various arts. Ranging from removing paint- and ad-
hesive-residue from small surfaces upto renovation of complete par-
king-decks. We offer a suitable machine for each and every project.

Scarifying and Milling



Concrete floors can be treated in various manners for estatical appearance 
or durability. Both new and old flooring can be grinded or polished. Our 
extensive range of machines and tools offers you every thinkable solution.

Grinding and Polishing
of Concrete 

Airtec BS 270

Airtec Grinding Machine
The Swiss brand Airtec 
stands for quality and
sturdiness.

Besides this machines for 
grinding concrete, you will 
find a wide range of machi-
nes for scarifying and pre-
paration of different types 
of surfaces and materials.

PCM

PKD Split

CA 6

Removal of thick layers of glue and epoxy.

Removal of layers of paint and thin layers 
of glue.

Roughening of concrete and tiles and 
removal of glue residue.

Besides large scarifying machines Overmat offers compact yet powerfull hand-held 
scarifiers. With the suitable range of cupwheels working up to the edge is possible.

PKD 125/180 PKD 127/178 Universal diamond cupwheel
100/125/180

single or double line

125 075 1
180 075 1

PKD RON 125/180 125 057 1
180 057 1

125 045 1
180 045 1

Airtec Jet-Rotary 100

Airtec Jet-Rotary 637

www.overmat.com

Hand-held Scarifiers and
Cupwheels



Stripping of carpet or other types of floor covering? With its wide range of 
strippers and accessories, Overmat offers you the tools to finish the job. 
Even adhesive-residue won’t be a problem!

Stripping

Airtec Extendo BL-3-KIT Airtec Powerman 1600 Wolff Durostripper Wolff Turbostripper

Frank Gecko Star ⌀178 
mm shaft 385 mm

Frank Viper C Frank Gecko Star ⌀178 mm  
shaft 175 mm

Frank Cobra Classic 

Overmat offers an extensive range of machinery and accesories for floor 
treatment. These products perfectly combine with our Floorservice products.

Sanding and Maintaining 
wooden floors

Floorboy XL 300 Woodboy® 4000/32-3 Frank Gecko S -  shaft 110 mm Frank Gecko L  -  shaft 300 mm



Weight 10 kg
Machine weight for increasing the
sanding pressure. 

Driving disc with cellular back + Velcro 
For the attachment of pads, sanding discs and 
Velcro discs.

Steel brush 6E
For the removal of carpet remnants, foam 
rubber ridges from carpet, etc.

Scrubbing brush
For scrubbing of stone, tiles, natural stone 
and synthetic floors.

Vac-1 Unit
Professional durable dust extraction 
with by-pass cooling, incl. hose. 3 
Filter system, boiler in stainless steel, 
contents 15 l. 

Vloeistoftank
To be attached to the handle of the
Woodboy® 4000/32-3. 
For wet cleaning of stone, tiles, natural 
stone and synthetic floors. Capacity 10 l.

Driving disc with pin-back on buffer
For the attachment of pads and sanding discs.

Buffing brush
For buffing of polishing 
wax.

Driving disc 3 cup diamond
For sanding of concrete and
self leveling compound.

Silicon disc
For sanding of cement based 
floors.

Parquet satellite disc 5E
For a perfect sanding and end result of 
among others herringbone patterns, mosaic 
parquet and other pattern floors. Five counter 
rotating disc with double bearing on a driving 
disc with dust holes.

High Performance Discs and PadWhite Woolen Cushion

Thin Pads

Felt Cushion

Thick Pads Sanding Belts Double Sanding 
Discs

Velcro Sanding 
Discs

Felt Sanding 
Discs

Woodboy® Accessories

Pads and abrasives for wooden floors

www.overmat.com

Mesh Sanding Discs



Hardwax-oil in 34 standard colours. Cleaning and maintenance products for 
wooden and PVC floors.

Special (pre)treatmentproducts with trendy 
effects and lacquers for a.o. an unfinished look.

Floorservice®Floorservice
Our own brand Floorservice offers products for manual, professional and 
industrial use on wooden floors, including the necessary cleaning and 
maintenance products.

Numatic NDD 900 Ronda

Dust free working is a must in todays industries. Besides the comfort part, 
it will help to protect your health. A suitable vacuum-system is therefore a 
necessity. Overmat offers a wide range of vacuumers to suit your grinding  
and sanding machinery.

Industrial Vacuumers

Numatic industrial vacuumers are specially developed 
for the construction industry. They perfectly combine 
with grinders, sanders and other construction tools. 
True the use of a special fine-dust collection-bag the 
main filter is bypassed and a clean environment for 
every job is guaranteed.

Ronda vacuumers meet the highest industrial stan-
dards when it comes to dust-collection. Even harmfull 
dust types are no issue when working with the
Ronda vacuumers.



www.overmat.com

Floorservice®

Hardwax-oil Pro
Solvent-free hardwax-oil, for all types of parquet and solid floors based on 
vegetable oils and waxes.
Low usage: 1 litre is sufficient for 40 m² when using 1 coat.

Coloured solvent-free hardwax-oil, for all types of parquet and solid floors 
based on vegetable oils and waxes.
Low usage: 1 litre is sufficient for 40 m² when using 1 coat.
Available in 31 standard colours.

Floorservice®

Color Hardwax-oil Pro

Floorservice®

Hardwax-oil Classic

Floorservice®

Color Hardwax-oil Classic

Hardwax-oil for all types of parquet and solid floors, based on vegetable 
oils and waxes.
Low usage: 1 litre is sufficient for 12 - 25 m² when using 2 coats.

Coloured Hardwax-oil for all types of parquet and solid floors, based on
vegetable oils and waxes.
Low usage: 1 litre is sufficient for 12 - 25 m² when using 2 coats.
Available in 31 standard colours.

Floorservice®

Hardwax-oil Profiline
Oxidative drying hardwax-oil, specially developed for industrial application 
on parquet and solid floors.
Low usage: 1 litre is sufficient for 50 m² when using 1 coat.
Available in 34 standard colours.

The colours displayed are examples of coloured Hardwax-oil on oak rustic. The look and feel and therefore the end results strongly depend on the type of 

wood, the sorting and the pretreatment of it. Because wood is a natural product, these colours may vary. We recommend you carry out a test beforehand, in 

order to determine the colour. * Only available in Floorservice® Profiline.

Do you wish for your parquet or Plankflooring to maintain its natural appea-
rance? Then hardwax-oil is the only right choise. Floorservice hardwax-oil 
is composed of all natural ingredients such as vegetable oils and waxes. 
The oil deeply penetrates the wood without closing the pores. The wood 
therefore maintains its ability to breath and its natural structure.

Floorservice® Hardwax-oil

Gobi
720

Naturio
001

Polar
101

Stirling
759

Nevada
800

Nomad
806

Narvik
120

Isanti
007

Arctic
100

Brasil
811

Siena
307

Maori
304

Havana
810

Etowah
802

Balmoral
902

Kapora
816

Canyon
801

Aztec
812

Kemi
207

Ypsos
501

Skagen
507

Norra
308

Delfino
407

Bunyoro
990

Beola
754

Cinza
755

Lunarda
 756

Bernina
757

Kotah
607

Dover
114

Psara
758

* Salto
  M700

* Tanami
  M113

* Merapi
  M900



Overmat Industries B.V. 
Scharlo 11
5165 NG Waspik
The Netherlands
Tel. +31 (0) 416 31 77 88
Fax +31 (0) 416 31 35 61
Internet: www.overmat.com
E-mail: info@overmat.nl

Do you want to see and learn more 
about our products? Please have 
a look at our instruction videos at 

www.overmat.com.

Please contact us at:
info@overmat.nl

Would you like to receive more
information or a demonstration?




